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In this paper we study the global existence and blowing-up property of solutions 
for a coupled system of two reaction-diffusion equations under the Neumann 
conditions, which arises from nuclear reactor dynamics. The estimates of stability 
regions obtained are the best at the moment. For constant initial data, representations 
of solutions are given. For a solution blowing-up in linite time an upper bound and 
a lower bound on the blowing-up time are povided. d 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns the parabolic initial-boundary value problem 
2.4, - D, Au = u(av - b), XESZ, t>o, 
v,-D2 Av=cu, XEQ, t>o, 
au au --z--=0 
dn an ' xEaf2,t>o, 
40, x) = %l(x), 40, x) = v,(x), XEO, 
where Q c R” is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary X2, a, 6, c, 
D, and D, are given positive constants, and uo(x) and q,(x) are 
nonnegative smooth functions satisfying 
ati, au, -=-= 
an an 
0 
on XI, which arises from the study of neutron flux and temperature 
distribution in a nuclear reactor system where the effect of heat conduction 
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is taken into consideration; this can be reduced to the special case of 
a = c = 1, i.e., to the problem 
z&-D1 Au=u(v-b), XEQ, t>o, (1) 
v,-D2 Av=u, XEQ, t>o, (2) 
XEal, t>o, (3) 
40, x) = u,(x), 40, x) = c.dx), XEQ, (4) 
if u and v are replaced by acu and au, respectively. This problem has been 
discussed by several investigators. In [l], Pao studied the global existence, 
asymptotic behavior, and blowing-up property of solutions for this 
problem. His results can be stated as follows. 
If 0 6 a,, 6 (b - v,)*/4,0 6 v0 < b then a unique global solution (u, v) of 
the problem (l)-(4) exists and satisfies 
lim u(x, t) = 0, lim v(x, t) = V, + U,, 
,-a0 1-m 
where 
U. = +, jr j- u(x, t) dx dt. 
0 R 
On the other hand, if u. > b, v. > b then the solution (u, u) exists only on 
a x [0, To) for some To < cc and it blows-up to cc as t + T;. 
According to Pao [ 11, the stability region of (l)-(4) is given by 
s= {ho, 0,); 0 <u. 6 (b - v,)*/4,0 < v. < b}, 
and the instability region is 
Z= {(u,, v,); uo> b, vo> b). 
It is easy to see that there is a big gap between these regions. For instance, 
if we consider only constant initial data uo(x) = u. and v,,(x) = v. then the 
stability region S and instability region Z for b < 4 are as shown in Fig. 1. 
Recently, Wang [2] improved this result greatly and proved that if one 
denotes 
Ml = max u,(x), m, = min uo(x), 
a IT 
M, = rnE vo(x), m2 = rn? v,(x), 
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FIGURE 1 
then S and I are given by 
s= {(u,, 0,); 0 d M, < (M, - 6j2/2, 0 d M, <b}, 
I={(uo,~o);u,f0,m,~borml~3(m~-b)2/2}, 
which is shown in Fig. 2 for constant u,, and u,,. It can be seen that there 
is still a gap between S and I. 
FIGURE 2 
In the present paper a representation of the solution of the problem 
(lk(4) with constant initial data is obtained, by which the above- 
mentioned gap is filled. For general initial data the global existence and 
blowing-up property of solutions are also discussed. The asymptotic 
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behavior of global solutions is given when such solutions exist. For a 
solution blowing-up in finite time an upper bound and a lower bound 
on the blowing-up time are provided. These bounds are very precise if the 
oscillations of initial functions are small. 
2. EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE OF GLOBAL SOLUTIONS 
It is well known that a solution of the problem (l)-(4) exists (locally at 
least) which is unique and nonnegative. 
Observing first that if U,,(X) = u,, and u,,(x) = u0 are nonnegative 
constants then solving the problem (1 k(4) can be reduced to solving the 
following Cauchy problem for ordinary differential equations: 
P’ = P(4 - b)Y q’= P, for t >O, (5) 
P(O) = uo> q(O) = 00. (6) 
THEOREM 1. Problem (5)-(6) as well as problem (l)-(4) with non- 
negative constant initial data has the global solution (0, uo) for u. = 0 and a 
global solution for u. > 0 if and only if 
uo < (uo - b)*/2 and u,<b. 
In all cases representations of solutions are given. 
Proof: If u0 = 0 then (0, uo) is clearly a global solution of (5)-(6). So we 
assume u. > 0 in the sequel. Set 
y(t) = p(t) - 4 (q(t) - b)‘. 
It follows from (5)-(6) that y’ = 0 and 
y=u,,-;(uo-b)‘. 
Thus 
q’=i(q-b)2+uo-&-b)2. (7) 
We distinguish three cases corresponding to the sign of u. - $ (u. - b)2 to 
solve (7) and obtain the solution (p(t), q(t)) of (5k(6). 
(i) uo- 4 (u, - b)* = 0. In this case (5)-(6) has a unique solution 
(p(t), q(t)), which can be represented by 
p(t)=4uo/[2-(u,-b)t]* (8) 
q(t) = b + 2(u, - b)/[2 - (u. - b) t]. (9) 
409/167/l-6 
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It is obvious that when ug < h both p(t) and q(t) exist globally, which are 
nonnegative and satisfy 
P(f)lR 4(r) t h as f+Xs. 
On the other hand, if u,, > h then p(t) and q(t) exist only on [0, 7) with 
T= 2/(v,, - h), which are nonnegative on [0, T) and blow-up at t = T. 
Since u0 > 0, u0 # h. 
(ii) u,, - i (u,, - h)’ < 0. Now the unique solution (p(t), q(t)) of 
(5)-(6) can be represented by 
2Kcr’e”’ 
p(‘) = (1 _ J&&)2’ (10) 
where 
Lx = J( tlg - b)2 - 224,) K= 
v,-b-a 
II,--b+CC’ 
It is easily seen that when u0 <b there must be K> 1, and hence p(t) and 
q(t) defined by (10) and (11) exist globally, which are nonnegative and 
satisfy 
P(l)109 4(t) t b - fx as t-+co. 
If u,, > b, and hence 0 < Kc 1, then p(t) and q(t) exist only on [0, T) with 
T= (l/a) ln( l/K), which are nonnegative on [0, T) and blow-up at t = T. 
(iii) uO- i (v,,- b)2 >O. The solution (p(t), q(t)) of (5)-(6) now is 
given by 
where tl = ,/2u, - (uO - b)2, which blows-up at 
b - v. t= T:=;+ifg-l- 
a 
(12) 
(13) 
no matter what u0 is. 
Thus far the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
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For convenience we denote the solution of (5k(6) by (p( t; z+,, u,,), 
q(t; uO, uO)) and give a comparison lemma which is needed later. 
P(C UlO, UlO) 2 P(C U2OI uzo), dc UlO, 010) 3 dc u20, u20) 
for 0 6 t < T, where T is such a positive number that (p(t; ulo, u,~), 
dt; uloI ulo)) and Mt; u 20, u,,), q(t; uzo, Use)) exist on [0, T), which can be 
finite or infinite. 
ProofI If u,,=O then u~~=O and 
P(C 0, 40) = 0 = P(C 0, u,,), q(t; 0, 010) = u10 3 020 = q(t; 0, Qo). 
So we assume uio > 0 in the rest of the proof. 
Set 
PI(t) = P(C UIO> UlO), P*(f) = P(C u20, u,o), 
q,(t) = dt; UlO? UIO), 92(t) = 4(t; u201 u20). 
It is easy to see from (5) and the representations (8), (10) and (12) of p(t) 
that 
d(t) = PI(t) > 09 t/t E [0, T). (14) 
From the equations satisfied by (p,, qi) it follows that 
d’(t) = q;(t)(qi(t) - b), i=l,2,0<t<T, 
which yields for q(t) = ql(t) - q*(t) 
d’(t) = (e(t) - 6) q’(t) 
and hence 
I l-1 
f s\(t) 4th O<t<T, 
q’(t) = q’(O) exp 
I 
J 
0 
Cq2(s) - 4 “1 
+ j’ q;(s) q(s) exp jr Cq2(r) - bl dr 4 Odt< T. (15) 
0 s 
Now it is not difficult to deduce the desired conclusion from (14), (15) and 
9(o)=~,o-~20200, q’(0) = UlO - 40 2 0. 
The next theorem is concerned with the problem (lt(4) with non- 
negative initial data which are not necessarily constants. 
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THEOREM 2. Let M, , MZ, m, clnd m2 he as defmed in Section 1. Zf’ 
Q(X) ~0, then the problem (l)-(4) has the solution (0, u(x, t)), where v(x, t) 
is the solution of the problem 
u,-Do2 Ao=O, XEO, t>o, 
4x, 0) = &l(x), XEO. 
Zf MI 6 4 (M, - b)’ and M2 < 6, then (l)-(4) has a global solution (u, u) 
which satisfies 
lim u(x, t) = 0, (16) 
t-cc 
b - J(b -md’- 2m, d lim u(x, t) d b - J(b - M,)~ - 2~4,. (17) ,--rT 
While u,(x)&0 and m2 > b, or m, > 4 (m2- b)‘, the solution of (l))(4) 
blows-up infinite time, and the blowing-up time is estimated from above and 
below by constants depending only on b, M, , M2, m, and m,. The smaller 
the oscillations of the initial functions, the more precise the estimate on 
blowing-up time. 
Proof: The conclusion for the case of q,(x) E 0 is trivial. Now we 
assume uO(x) 26 0. 
It is obvious that the solutions (p(t; M,, M2), q(t; M,, M2)) and 
(At; ml, m2L dt; ml, m2)) of (5146) are nonnegative upper and lower 
solutions of (l)-(4) (for their definitions see [ 1 I), respectively, and 
P(t;M,,M2)~p(t;ml,m2), 
q(t; MI, M2) > q(t; ml, m2), 
by the lemma. 
If M, d i (M, - b)2 and M2 d b, then m, d i (m2 - b)2 and m2 <b. Hence 
according to Theorem 1, p(t; M,, M2), q(t; M,, M2), p(t; m,, m,), and 
q(t; m,, m2) are defined on t 2 0. By a known result about the upper and 
lower solution method (see, e.g., [ 1]), (l)-(4) has a global solution (u, u) 
which satisfies 
At; ml, m2) G ~(4 t) Q p(t; Ml, M,), 
4(t; ml, m2) d 4x, t) < s(t; M,, M,). 
It then follows from the expressions (8)-( 11) of p and q that (16) and (17) 
hold. 
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By the same argument as above one can see that when m2 > b the solu- 
tion of (l)-(4) exists and blows-up in finite time T, which can be estimated 
according to different cases corresponding to the signs of M, - i (M2 - b)2 
and m, -i (m,-b)2. For example, if M, < $ (M2-b)’ and m, < 
$(m2-b)2, then by (10) and (11) 
where 
a,=J(M,-b)‘-2M,, ct2=J(m2-b)2-2m,, 
K, = 
M,-b-a, 
M,-b+ct,’ 
K2= 
m,-b-cc, 
m,-bta,’ 
For the case of m, > i (m2 - b)2 and m2 <b, to employ Theorem 1 to get 
the existence of local solution and the estimate on blowing-up time as 
before we may distinguish four cases according to 
(i) M2>b,M,=+(M2-b)2, 
(ii) M, > b, M, < f (M2 - b)‘, 
(iii) M2 > b, M, > 4 (M, - b)‘, 
(iv) M, Q b, and hence M, > i (M, - b)2, 
and the details are omitted. 
3. A FURTHER DISCUSSION ON BLOWING-UP PROPERTY 
Compared with Theorem 5.3 of [l] and Theorems 1 and 3 of [2], 
Theorem 2 is an improvement. But it is far from perfect if the initial data 
are not constants. It is still not clear if the solution exists globally when 
m,<i(m2-b)2 and m,db<M, or when m,<$(m,-b)‘, M,> 
i (M, - b)2 and M, <b. In this connection Wang [2] has given an inter- 
esting result which says that 
If 6, = (WA 1 Jn Q,(X) d x > b, uO(x) $0, then the solution of (l)-(4) 
blows-up in finite time. 
From this result we know more about the blowing-up property than 
from Theorem 2. For example, by using this result we can assert that the 
solution of (1 k(4) blows-up in finite time in the case of m, = 0, q,(x) $0 
and m2 = b, to which Theorem 2 cannot apply. 
Now we give this result a supplement. 
Denote W= (l/1521) so w dx for a function w(x) or w(x, t). 
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THEOREM 3. JfU,>O and v,3/7, or $U”> (l/2 iQl)S, [c”(x-h]‘dY, 
then the solution qf (l)-(4) blows-up in ,finite time. 
Proof The proof for the case of Go > 0 and Co 2 h can be found in [2]. 
We now assume 
1 
- 
u012 (521 
[II~(x)- b12 dx 
Let (u, v) be the solution of (lt(4). Integrating (1) and (2) over Q, 
dividing the thus obtained equalities by IQ], and taking (3) into account, 
we get 
u(u-b)dx 
and 
where ’ stands for d/dt. Applying (2) again to (18) and taking (4) into 
account we obtain 
1 ’ 
~2=u,+~ ads n 
s i 
(u, -D, du)(v - b) dx 
1 
=+2]a] Q -j (oo-b)'dx+$j j 
(v-b)2dx 
R 
D, ’ ‘tlnl ads 5 s D ]Vu12dx. 
Set 
1 
A=fio-2 a(uO-b)2dx. s 
By the assumption A >O. From (19) and (20) it follows that 
1 
o’>A+2 n s (v-b)2dx2A+;(tS-b)2, 
which implies 
(20) 
C(t)>b+crtg 
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where 
This shows that C(t) blows-up in finite time. 
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